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FANCY DRILLS.

BROOM DRILL.
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Drill and Plain Marching Movements.

There is no exercise more graceful for girls, or more

pleasing to onlookers, than the " Broom Drill," which has

on that account become very popular. The following

exercises have been arranged to conform as nearly as pos

sible to the " Manual of Arms " as practiced by the army

Any number of pupils can be exercised at the same

time.

(5)
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When in rank (Fig. 77)—side by side—the pupils

should be placed with the tallest at the right-hand end.

When the formation is in file (Fig. 78), the shortest

should always be in front.

The commands are divided into two parts ; the first

Fig. 77. Fig. 78.

part calls the attention of the pupil, the last part is the

executive. For instance— 1. Carry! 2. Arms!

The teacher will say—Carry ! Arms! but will pause

between the words, the pupil executing the movement

at the word Arms.

1. Carry! 2. Arms! (Fig. 79.) The broom is held

in the right hand as nearly vertical as possible, with the

handle upward.
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i. Present! 2. Arms! (Fig. 80). Carry the broom

with the right hand in front of the centre of the body

and grasp it with the left hand above the right. Hold

the broom perfectly perpendicular.

1. Order ! 2. Arms ! (Fig. 81). Grasp the broom

Fig. 79. Fig. 80. Fig. 81.

with the right hand, let go with the left hand. Lower

the broom gently to the ground and take the position

portrayed in the figure.

To rest. (Fig. 82). Being at order arms, the teacher

commands— 1. IN PLACE ! 2. Rest!

1. Trail! 2. Arms! (Fig. 83), Grasp the broom
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with the right hand, the handle in front, the broom be-

hind.

The Charge. (Fig 84.)

Place the right foot slightly in the rear of the left,

raise the broom with the right hand to the hips, and

Fig. 82. Fig. 83.

grasp it with the left hand in front. Keep the elbow

close to the body and hold the end of the broom-

handle level with the shoulders.

1. Port! 2. Arms! (Fig. 85). Throw the broom

diagonally across the body. The left hand above the

right, and the handle pointing over the left shoulder.

1. Secure! 2. Arms! (Fig. 86). Advance the
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broom slightly with the right hand, turn the handle to

the front with the left hand. At the same time change

the position of the right hand, placing it farther up the

handle, drop the handle to the front, placing the broom

where joined with the handle, under the right arm.

Fig. 84. Fig. 85.

1. Reverse! 2. Arms! (Fig. 87). Raise the broom

vertically with the right hand, grasp it with the left

hand, then change position of the right hand to the

broom-end of the handle. Reverse the broom, the

handle dropping to the front, the broom passing be-

tween the breast and right forearm, press the broom-

handle under the arm with the left hand until the right
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elbow can hold it in place against the body, pass the

left hand behind the back and grasp the handle.

i. Inspection! 2. Arms! (Fig. 88). Executed

from the carry arms position. Toss the broom quickly

with the right hand upward and opposite the centre of

Fig. 86. Fig. 87.

the body, catch it with the left hand, and hold it in

position as in the cut.

Movements of Attack and Defense.

The pupils should be placed three yards apart. The

teacher will command

—

1. Right (or left) open ranks! 2. March! The
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pupils face to the right except the one at the extreme

left. The others march, the last of the file dropping

off at every five or six steps and again facing front un-

til all are apart the same distancq. To close the rank,

turn to the left or right and march toward the pupil

Fig. 88. Fig. 89.

who stands at the end, each turning again to front as

they are halted by the one ahead.

Guard ! (Fig. 89). Carry the right foot back, the

knees slightly bent, rest the body equally on both legs

at the same time throw the broom into the left hand,
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the point of the handle in front of, and at the height

of the chin, both arms half extended.

ADVANCE ! Move the left foot quickly forward, fol-

low with the right foot the same distance (15 inches).

Retire ! Move the right foot quickly to the rear

(same distance) and follow the same with the left foot.

Fig. 90. Fig. 91.

1. Front! 2. Passade! Advance the right foot

quickly fifteen inches in front of the left, advance the

left foot to its relative position in front of the right.

1. Rear! 2. Passade! Carry the left foot quickly

fifteen inches to the rear, place the right foot in its

relative position in the rear of the left.
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I. Right ! 2. Volt ! Face to the right, turning on

the ball of the left foot and carrying the right foot into

position in the rear.

1. Left! 2. Volt! Face to the left, turning on

the ball of the left foot, at the same time carrying the

right foot to its position in the rear.

Fig. 92. Fig. 93.

i. Quarte! 2. Parry! (Fig. 90). Hold the broom

in front of the left shoulder with the right hand, handle

upward, the fingers of the left hand on the handle, the

left elbow touching the right wrist.

1. Seconde! 2. Parry! (Fig. 91). Move the point

of the broom-handle quickly to the left, describing a
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semi-circle from left to right, the left elbow in front of

the body, the flat of the broom under the right fore-

arm, the right elbow two or three inches higher than

the right shoulder.

i. Prime! 2. Parry! (Fig. 92). Carry the broom

to the left, covering the left shoulder, the handle down-

Fig. 94.

ward, the left forearm behind the handle, the right arm

in front of and above the eyes.

Thrusts*

To THRUST IN tierce. (Fig. 93). Straighten the

right leg, extend both arms, keeping point of handle at

height of the breast, broom at right side of head.
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THRUST in quarte. The same as tierce, but with

the broom on the left side of the head.

Lunges.

The lunges are the same as the thrusts except that

the left foot is extended farther in front (Fig. 94).

Fig. 95 Fig. 96.

Broom to front. (Fig. 95).—One! Raise the
handle nearly straight up and down, drop it into the
hollow of the right shoulder.—Two ! Strike quickly
by pushing the broom forward, the handle always rest-

ing on the right shoulder.

1. Right short! 2. Thrust! (Fig. 96).—One!
Hold the broom with the right hand to the rear, left
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hand by the right breast, the point of the handle op.

posite the centre of the body.—Two ! Thrust forward,

i. High Prime! 2. Parry! (Fig. 97). Raise the

broom with both hands in front of and higher than the

head. Hold the handle firmly with the right hand, the

Fig. 97.

broom being to the right, turn the knuckles of the left

hand to the front, and let other end of broom-handle

rest on the thumb and forefinger.

To GUARD WHEN KNEELING. (Fig. 98). Bring the

toe of the left foot square in front, plant the right foot

to the rear, kneel on the right knee, bending the left,
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old the broom at an angle of 45 degrees, pointing di-

ectly to the front, the right hand pressed firmly against

Fig. 98.

the side, the left hand holding the point of handle up-

ward.

Note.—The same drill may be performed by using oars in-

stead of brooms, but the oars must be made somewhat shorter

than is usual.



FAN DRILL*

HE attractiveness of such a drill as the

following, depends entirely upon

unity of action on the part of the

pupils. A movement, no mattei

how unimportant in itself, becomes worth looking at

when performed by a number

of pupils in perfect unison.

The following programme

and directions for a drill with

fans may be much varied, ac-

cording to the taste of the

teacher, who should, however,

use only such pupils as have

proved themselves proficient

in the previous exercises.

The Fans.

Purchase, say, forty fans, or

any number which can be di-

vided by four. If forty are

bought divide them into four

tens of different colors,—for instance, ten in which red is

Fig. 123.

* May also be performed with tambourines or tennis-rackets.

(18)
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the predominating color ; ten, yellow ; ten, blue ; and

ten, white ; or any other colors according to taste.

Hand the fans to the pupils, who on exhibition occa-

sions should likewise be dressed in colors to match the

fans (that is, each ten pupils in a different color), and

jinstruct them how to open a fan with one hand only.

o do it, hold the fan lightly between the thumb and

Fig. 124.

fingers, and throw it from you, retaining the side of the

handle under the thumb, and allowing the side under

the fingers to go outward from the hand. (See Figs.

123 and 124.) A little practice will enable one to be-

come proficient, and it is worth the trouble, on account

of its quickness and effectiveness, when executed by a

number of pupils. The fan may be closed by reversing

the motion.
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Arrangement of Pupils.

At the order, Fall in ! the pupils will arrange their-

selves in one rank of forty, but each ten of simihr

color will be together (Fig. 125). Sufficient distance

-\ BUIB
UUIA-A^A^UU

Fig. 125.

apart should be allowed—about two feet, if the hal is

large enough. If the hall is small, arrange the pupils

Fig. 126. Fig. 127.

in two ranks, with sufficient space between the pupils in

the front rank to allow the rear ones, who will stand be-

hind the openings, to be seen.
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hen the pupils are correctly assigned they will

stand at attention, with the fan hanging down in the

right hand.

First movement. The pupils will bow to the audience,

keeping the dress in the left hand, and allowing the

right hand, with fan slightly

elevated, to come forward as

the body is bent (Fig. 126).

Come back to attention,

and at the word Open Fans !

the pupils will simultaneous-

ly throw the fans from them,

as described in the beginning

of this article, and bring the

hand back level with the

waist in front, the fans spread

out so as to cover the breast

(Fig. 127).

Second movement. In this

position the pupils will bow

to each other ; Nos. 1 and 2

turning toward each other to

do so ; Nos. 3 and 4 doing

the same, and so on through the whole forty.

Third movement. The pupils will fan themselves,

doing so in perfect time with the command of the

teacher, who will say : one, two, one, two, in time, and

also move her fan backward and forward as she desires

the pupils to do.

Fig. 128.
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Fourth movement. Throw the body into the position

of the figure (Fig. 128), which is similar to that of

" Ajax defying the lightning." This movement should

be executed in three directions : to the front, to the

right, and to the left.

Fifth movement. Step backward with the left foot,

Fig. 129. Fig. 130.

at the same time bending the right knee, raise the fan

so as to cover the whole face, lower the fan at the word

Lower! by turning it completely over, but maintain

the same relative position with the hand (Figs. 129 and

130).

Sixth movement. Every alternate pupil will step two
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paces to the rear. All the pupils in the rear take one
step to the right, so as to stand directly behind the
front ones at the command Face ! The first two pupils,
Nos. 1 and 2, will turn to the left and face Nos. 3 and
4, who at the same moment are turning to the right

;

5 and 6 will face 7 and 8, and so on. The pupils may!
while in this position, be exercised as before, but ex-
ecuting the movements toward each other, instead of
toward the audience.

Seventh movement. At the command, To the Front !

all the pupils will face front again, the rear pupils will

take one step to the left, and two to the front, resum-
ing the rank formation as at first.

Eighth movement. Companies Right Wheel to
Rear

! At this command all the pupils will close their

fans. Nos. 10, 20, 30, and 40 will maintain their posi-

tion, turning slowly to the right, backward, while the
rest of the pupils execute backwards the movement de-
scribed on page 100, in wheeling. The pupils will now
be in four companies of ten each, with a space between
them equal to that previously occupied by ten pupils.

Ninth movement. This will require considerable

practice. Figure 1 3 1 shows four companies in position,

after having wheeled backward. The teacher now in-

structs the first four pupils, that is, Nos. 10, 20, 30, and
40, to maintain their positions, while Nos. 9, 19, 29, and

39 will advance one step to front of company and stop.

Nos. 8, 18, 28, and 38 will at the same time advance
two steps and stop. Nos. 7, 17, 27, and 37 will advance
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three steps and halt. Nos. 6, 16, 26, and 36 will go

four steps and halt. The next four, five steps, and so

on until the last ones will have moved nine paces, and

•'~ ix

MM
Fig. 131.

have reached within one pace of the position occupied

by the pupil who was directly in front of them. Fig.

132 shows the position the pupils will now occupy.

Fig. 132.

The teacher will now command FRONT ! when all the

pupils will face the audience.

Tenth movement. Open fans, and bow to audience.

Eleventh movement. (Fig. 133.) Place the hand hold-

ing the fan on the hip, with the fan open as in the cut.

Twelfth movement. Executed from the previous

movement, by bending the body well forward.

Thirteenth movement. Advance the right foot, lean

over to left, and fan, lean over to right and fan the face.

Fourteenth movement. Half turn to right, so left side
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is toward the audience (Fig. 134). Advance the right

foot, bend the body backward, hold fan as though

shading the eyes from the sun. At the words, For-

ward, bend ! bend forward, maintaining position of

feet, hold fan as though on guard from a blow. At the

Fig. 134.

word Front ! step quickly to place, and again face the

audience.

Fifteenth movement. To Front ! Quick, March !

At this command all the pupils except Nos. 10, 20, 30,

and 40, will step forward until in line
; 9, 19, 29, and

39, one step; 8, 18, 28, and 38, two steps, and so on.

Or let the pupils furthest in the rear step to the pupils
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in front of them, making four ranks of two each ; keep

on to the next, making four ranks of three each
;
pro-

ceed to the next, and so on until four ranks of nine

pupils in line step into the four spaces between Nos. 10,

20, 30, and 40, and form one rank again of 40 pupils.

The teacher may now command any marching move-

ments which the pupils have previously acquired, allow-

ing them to execute such movements with their fans as

may seem most appropriate and graceful.

If tennis-rackets are used, all the motions made while

playing tennis, except running, may be performed, in-

cluding the serve and all the different strikes.



TEA-TRAY DRILL.

This drill, with those which follow it, is entirely

new. It was performed with much success in the pres-

ence of the author upon a lawn, but it is of course bet-

ter adapted even for a hall, and as it is so arranged
that very little movement in the form of marching is

required, it may be performed in a suitably sized room
if there are not too many performers.

The Tea-tray Drill to be thoroughly effective depends
largely upon color effects. It admits of many group-
ings and changes by the use of so simple an affair as
an ordinary painted tray. Certainly a little taste and
judgment in this, as in everything else, is necessary.

We begin therefore by leaving to the reader's judg-
ment the colors used, together with the number of per-

formers, so long as they are divisible by the number of
colors used.

For instance, we will take three colors, RED—white
—BLUE. In order to have an effective and pleasing

performance we must have a number of performers
divisible by the number of colors, viz., three. In the
following description and instruction we will employ
thirty-six performers.

Obtain thirty-six trays of the same size,—see, how-
(27)
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ever, that the size of the trays is proportionate to the

size of the performers, as grown girls will require larger

ones than children. The idea is that all the trays in

the same performance shall be of the same size, and

the performers also of equal height, if possible.

Twelve of the trays can be bought ready of a bright

red color, so also can twelve trays painted blue. White

trays may be difficult to find, but it is an easy matter

to obtain twelve ordinary cheap black trays and give

them a couple of coats of white paint, or even to cover

them, except the edges, with white paper, putting it

on with paste.

So much for the necessary apparatus, which can be

varied in number and color at will.

As to the matter of costume, all the performers

should be appropriately dressed. White dresses and

colored caps are preferable, with broad sashes from

shoulder to waist of same color as the trays used.

There will be therefore twelve young ladies with blue

sashes and blue trays, twelve with red sashes and red

trays, and twelve with white sashes and white trays.

If the performance takes place upon a stage and

there is room, have the thirty-six trays placed side

by side thus

:

Red, 12. White, 12. Blue, 12.

OOOOOOOOOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOO OOOOOOOOOOOO

Lay the trays down right ?idc up and in three ranks

side by side of twelve each, but lay them all end to
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end and just touching each other ; leave a space equal

to the width of two trays between the twelfth and

thirteenth, and between the twenty-fourth and twenty-

fifth, which will separate the whole into three com-

panies of twelve each—red, white, and blue.

That there may be no misunderstanding as to the

object and purpose of thus preparing the trays for the

performance, we will state that the idea is to obtain a

color effect, and to produce it suddenly. As previously

stated, it is the prime object of this drill to manipulate

colors effectively ; it follows, therefore, that due atten-

tion must be given to details which otherwise would

seem of but small importance.

The trays being placed in position and the perform-

ers ready to take their places (being now stationed out

of sight of the audience), we will begin

The Movements.

i. March the performers from behind the wings or

side-curtains to the trays.

This is best done as follows : Arrange the perform-

ers so that eighteen are on each side, facing each other.

Those on the R. H. side of the stage will therefore pre-

sent their L. H. sides to the audience, and those on

the L. H. side of stage will go forward with their R. H.

sides to the audience.

At the word

—

March ! and to the sound of music,

all advance toward centre of stage, only so far on each

side, however, as to the nearest tray.
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The position is therefore like the diagram.
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. 18 performers. J
The performers (previously numbered from I to 36,

the first with red sash being No. 1, and so on through,

white and blue to end of blues No. 36) are now facing

each other, not the audience ; No. 1 is standing beside

and to the back of the first tray (red) ; No. 36 is stand-

ing to the back of the last tray (blue).
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While standing in their places all Mark Time to

the music*

2. Right and Left wheel.

The eighteen performers on R. H. side of the stage

Left wheel, performer No. 36 holding her position

and turning as the pivot.

The eighteen performers on L. H. side of the stage

Right wheel, No. i holding her position and turning

as the pivot.

This will bring the performers behind the trays which

are lying upon the floor. The whites, however, will

be out of place and must, therefore, as soon as Halt

is cried, move toward the centre,

—

z. e., Nos. 13, 14,

15, 16, 17, and 18 will move sideways to centre ; while

Nos. 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24 are doing the same.

All courtesy to the audience.

3. At a signal f from the director all drop to the

right knee.

At signal all take up the trays with both hands and,

still holding them horizontally, raise them to height of

knee.

At signal, turn the trays half around, so that instead

of grasping them at each end (the trays being oval, or

oblong), they are held at each side, and turn them into

a perpendicular position, with the end of each upon

the floor.

* Any music will do.

t The best signal is a clap of the hands for each movement.
The director is thus enabled to keep time with the music.
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This movement if done in perfect concert is most

effective, the result being a sudden burst of color, which

acts as a complete and most pleasant surprise upon the

audience. The whole effect depends upon the correct

presentation of the tray.

The performers retaining their positions on one knee

go through the following motions :

a. Raise tray to right shoulder, holding it so that it

is supported by the head and right hand and arm.

b. Lower tray to knee and raise to left shoulder,

same support with left arm.

c. Lower tray to left side and stand it on the floor

perpendicularly, with edge toward the audience.

d. Place the tray on the knee, with edge still toward

the audience.

e. Raise the tray and turn
g
it toward the audience,

so that the face is completely hidden behind the centre

of the tray.

/. Rise from kneeling posture to standing, but do

not change height of tray. The effect to produce is as

though (the trays being still) the thirty-six performers

rose from behind them.

The performers are now standing in one rank.

Lower tray to right side.

All the odd numbers, I, 3, 5, etc., will step back two

paces.

All the even numbers, 2, 4, 6, etc., will retain their

positions.

The march being played will now cease, and after a
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pause of half a minute or so, or during applause, the

music will start again, but this time playing a waltz.

Any waltz will do, so long as it is well- accentuated on

the first beat of each bar and is not played too fast.

The following motions will each occupy one bar of

music in f-time, which is the best for practice :

Raise tray so that it is held with both hands at the

widest part, with edge toward the audience.

Hi
Turn tray toward audience, by lowering the edge

which is from the performer ; in other words, turn the

tray into a perpendicular position, exposing to view its

whole surface.

i=±
BE

12 3

Reverse.

1 2 3

Repeat turn.

12 3

Reverse.

1 2 3

Repeat turn.

I
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i r Mi \
'

\

d -=z
f

Swing tray upward
to right shoulder—

Down and

Upward to left

shoulder-
Down cend

Upward to right
shoulder, and
down.

Follow with following motions, one to each bar of

music:

Up over head—one bar.

Down—one bar.

Up over head—one bar.

Down—one bar.

Then

—

Up—one bar.

Turn tray backward over and behind the head

—

one bar.

In this movement the tray forms a sort of frame and

background for the head of the performer.

The next movement simply consists in turning the

tray back to position up over head, holding it well up,

and as though it contained several glasses of water, not

to be spilled.

Repeat foregoing movements four times each.

Then those in rear step to front rank.

Drop all trays to position in front (the horizontal

carrying position).

Each performer will now take hold of her neighbor's

tray, which is done as follows :

No. i lets go of her tray with the left hand and

grasps the tray held by No. 2, who at the same time
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lets go of her tray with the right hand and grasps the

tray of No. I, which the latter had hold of with the left

hand.

The same motion takes place at the same instant

between Nos. 3 and 4— 5 and 6—7 and 8—and so on,

every couple thus crossing hands.

Then

—

No. 2 will let go of her tray with the left hand, all

the other even numbers will do the same, and grasp

the trays to the left.

At the same instant No. 3 and all the other odd

numbers will let go with the right hand and grasp the

tray to the right.

Each performer has now entirely released her hold

upon her own tray, but she is holding two trays ; one

side of the tray on each side of her. All hands are

crossed, and the line acts as a unit.

Then

—

All swing to right.

All swing to left.

Repeat both movements four times each.

All swing up trays to height of face.

Swing down.

Swing up.

Swing down.

Swing up.

Repeat.

All swing trays again, but as high as possible (music

will play andante).
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All swing trays until they nearly or quite touch the

floor.

Repeat four times.

Then

—

All courtesy to audience three times, and at the last

courtesy drop all the trays to the floor at once, right

side up.

Note.—In crossing hands, let the right arms of all be placed

over left arms, to avoid confusion.

All stand in position of attention. Music will cease

playing in f-time, and will again commence a march,

when the following movements may be gone through,

or the performance may cease at this point.

If it is decided to have some marching and postur-

ing, first see that the performers are in line properly,

each color separated by a vacant space—thus :

oooooooooooo oooooooooooo oooooooooooo
Space. Space.

All stoop to one knee and pick up trays.

Rise again, carry tray at the side, hanging down from

one hand.

Command first and third companies (the 12 at each

end) to Right about face !

The third company will not obey the order until the

first has executed the following movement

:

First company—Right wheel, and halt when in

a position about two paces in rear of second company.

Second company—Left wheel, and halt when

about two paces in rear of first company.
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The following diagram will render the movement

easily understood

:

Result of movement is three ranks in column, thus

TMJRO.

.Fust

^••••••••••» Second.

Each rank will now open out toward each side, so

that there is a space of at least an arm's length between

each performer.

Then

—

Front row will kneel and hold trays perpendicularly

with edge on the floor and in front.

Second row will stand and hold trays perpendicular-

ly, just high enough for audience to see them over the

heads of the front row.

Third row will stand and hold trays in same manner,

but over their own heads, thus exposing the whole sur-

face of every tray simultaneously to the audience.

At this point music should play Red, White, and

Blue, and all may sing the song.

Then

—

All drop trays to side, but instead of holding them

flat to the side, hold them with edge to the side.
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TEA-TRAY DRILL.
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All will march in a circle, led by Number 13, who

will march with a very short step, in order to enable

the remainder to close up.

March completely around twice.

Right about face, and march completely around

twice.

The beauty of this movement consists in the con-

stant succession of colors which are presented to the

audience, Red, White, and Blue, showing fully on each

side of the circle in constant motion.

The march will cease when the position as in the

diagram is reached.

/vA/ie

^/to/st:

The three companies will now RIGHT TURN, and all

face the centre of the circle.

Red and Blue will separate at A, and moving back-
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ward, take position, forming altogether (by dressing

line of White) three sides of a square, thus :

£. .......... .£

Front.

All kneel on one knee, take tray with both hands,

rest it on the other knee.

Rise, holding trays horizontally in front.

Raise trays to height of shoulder.

Lower trays.

Repeat four times in two bars of march.

Swing trays to right.

Swing trays to left.

Repeat four times.

Raise trays, turn over head, and while held behind

the head as a background, Red will all right about face,

Blue will also all right about face, both companies thus

facing the sides of the stage, while the White company

remain as they are.

Red company, Right WHEEL, and stop when in

line with White company.
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Blue company; Left wheel, and stop when in line

with White company.

All Red and Blue Right about face.

This movement again brings all the performers in a

position facing the audience, but farther up stage. The

diagram shows it plainly.

\
/^o/vr.

Then

—

March down stage to position occupied in the com-

mencement of the drill, courtesy twice, and go off,

eighteen to the right and eighteen to the left.



HOOP DRILL AND MARCH.

The Hoop drill can be performed with any number

of girls, about twenty-four being the right number,

which admits of subdivision into

—

Two companies of twelve each.

Three companies of eight each.

Four companies of six each, or

Six companies of four each.

The drill may be performed with either a dancing

step to Waltz or Polka, or with a marching step, using

any good march for music.

The hoops should be about fifteen inches in di-

ameter, covered with pale blue or pink, and decorated

with bows of ribbons and streamers.

There is plenty of room for the exercise of taste in

this direction, and no set rule is to be followed, except

not to overdo it.

For costume, dresses of pale blue or pink cheese-

cloth, made full in the skirt; the waist requires only to

be made as a blouse. A bow of ribbon fastened to the

hair, with streamers hanging behind, may also be worn

with good effect.

Every movement in this drill may be executed with

Tambourines, the only difference being that the tam-

bourines are struck, or the little cymbals shaken at ap-

(42)
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propriate points during the music, which points are

easily found from the phrasing or accentuation of the

time.

The Drill.

The pupils, entering the stage from the rear right

and left sides, carrying the hoops down at the side in

right hand, march in single file across stage to centre,

meet, and march in pairs down centre of stage to front,

separate again, going to right and left, halting when

last pair have reached front centre.

See drawing.

ZT/v r^x/Stf/Cr
Mack or stao-c

t

HaIt

I

'^£TA'r£fi//j-/?£,

&4i*fi

J~*Of*T Or SrA(,£.

The Movements.

1. Salute the audience by placing the hoop against

the breast and bowing.

2. Hold the hoops with both hands as high as pos-

sible above the head, and lower them to level of waist,

or lower, four times each ; finish with up-stroke.

3. Wave the hoops, still held by both hands, to right

and left over the head, four times.

4. Lower hoops to full length of arms, and wave to

right and left four times.
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5. Let go with left hand, and turning the right side

slightly toward the audience, swing the hoop in a com-

plete circle, the diameter being full length of the arm

each way ; beginning the motion with hoop down, it

must start forward and away from the performer.

There is no danger of getting mixed if all act at once.

6. Change hoop to left hand, and presenting the left

side slightly to audience, go through the same motion

as with the right hand, repeating each eight times.

7. All face front, raising the hoop high above the

left shoulder and holding it horizontally, shake it, as

though it were a tambourine.

8. Tap the hoop with right hand, then take it in

right hand and hold high above the right shoulder,

repeating former movement, each occupying the time

of four bars of music.

9. Still holding hoop in right hand, swing it back-

ward, then forward, and up to a position as if shading

the eyes; lean the head and body also slightly forward.

10. All will turn to right, still maintaining the same

position.

11. All will turn to left, still maintaining the same

position.

The last three movements are in imitation of a scout

scanning the horizon.

12. Stand at position of attention, arms folded, hoop

hanging down from right hand.

13. Numbers 1 and 2, 3 and 4, 5 and 6, etc. (being

each pair), will turn so as to face each other. Then all
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will place hoops to right side of head and hold the posi-

tion, inclined slightly toward each other, as if in con-

sultation, for four bars of music.

14. Again turn and face the audience, advance right

foot forward with the knee bent, and hold hoop at

arm's length in front of and higher than the head, as

though warding off a missile.^ fe <3Dnpil

15. Return to position and repeat the movement.

16. Place the hoops upon the right hip, with arm

akimbo, left arm hanging at the side.

17. Raise hoop to right shoulder, rest it on the

shoulder and against the side of the head (flat side

toward audience), keep elbow well down, incline body

slightly forward and to the right.

18. Raise hoop to left shoulder with left hand, and

perform same movement to the left.

19. Lower the hoops and hold them in a begging

position, in front, make pretence of taking money from

them and putting it into the bosom of dress, at same

time dropping hoop to side and courtesying.

20. All will now march up stage-centre ; i. e., Num-
bers 12 and 13 will right about face, march up stage-

centre to back of stage, turn so as to face each other,

then step backward one step. The rest of the per-

formers will follow suit until Number 1 occupies the

position in centre front of stage vacated by Number

12, while Number 24 takes the position vacated by

Number 13.

The performers are now in two ranks of twelve each,

facing each other, and centre of stage, thus:
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REAR.

FRONT.

The dots show the position to be taken, with a space of

two short paces between the ranks ; the solid line shows

position held before the movement.

The performers will now go through the five fencing

movements, viz.:—Prime ! Seconde! Tierce! Carte!

and QuiNTE ! using the hoop (or tambourine) in place

of a fencing foil. The motions must be made ener-

getically, each rank alternately assuming offensive and

defensive positions. Each position is fully shown in

that part of this book devoted to fencing.

21. Prime! Numbers I to 12 will take position of

attacking figure shown on left side of page 107, while

Numbers 13 to 24 take the position of defensive figure

to right of same drawing.

22. Seconde! The first 12 take the position of the

attacking figure on left of page 106, while the second

twelve take position of defending figure in the right of

same drawing.

Note that in the Prime movement the hoop should

be held with fingers over and thumb under. In the

Seconde, the hoop should be held with the thumb
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over and the fingers under. It is done by merely turn-

ing the wrist.

23. Tierce! The first 12 assume the attacking posi-

tion shown on page 105. The second 12 assume the

position of defence shown in same drawing.

24. Carte! The first 12 take offensive, and second

twelve defensive positions, as shown on page 104.

25. Quinte! First 12 as on left of drawing, page

108. Second 12 as on right of same drawing.

26. These five movements having been gone through,

they will be repeated, but the second twelve (those on

right centre of stage) will perform the movements

previously executed by the first 12, the first 12 per-

forming the movements as they were done by the

second twelve. If well done, this action is certain to

provoke applause.

27. All stand at attention, each 12 facing the other.

At the word of command each company wheels back-

ward into line,—Numbers 12 and 13 acting as the

pivots, and gradually approaching each other in order

to close the gap which would otherwise exist. The

movement is here shown.
^JEZ^A,

^
^-^O^-r.
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28. All march down to front. Halt at A. Raise

hoops with left hand so they form frames to the faces,

and throw a kiss with fingers of right hand to the

audience.

29. Dismiss drill by marching off in single file, fol-

lowing the same route as was taken on entering.

Interval.

The March.

The twenty-four performers will enter the stage

from right and left rear entrances, twelve from each

side, in three companies of four each. Company num-

ber one from left side enters first. Right wheel at

centre, and march down centre to front. As soon as

first company turns to march down centre, the second

company from the right will enter, and by left wheel-

ing at centre follow the first company.

Third, fourth, fifth, and sixth companies will follow7

suit in the order named, and arriving at position shown

in drawing, will stand at attention.

1. Numbers 1 and 2 of each company will take one

pace to left side of stage, and at the same moment

Numbers 3 and 4 of each company will step one pace

to right-hand side of stage. This movement is executed

sideways, and will lea^e sufficient space in the centre up

and down for the next movement.

2. Numbers 2 and 3 of each company will half turn

so as to face each other.

Then—raise hoops, held by right hands of the four

number threes, while the four number twos raise their
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hoops with the left hand (this is done because other-

wise the raised right arm of the twos would hide their

faces from the audience). The hoops of each opposite

pair must touch so as to form an archway.

*a
—• K

Or
<^~ ~\ — 0£

*»- , ! : ! o?N • i i

6
'T ? ? ?
?'§ 6 <j> o

3*0 o o o
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/ X 3. 4*

3. Numbers 1 and 4 of each company will now right

about face, and with backs to audience, will march, led

by Numbers 1 and 4 of the sixth company. Number I

of the sixth company, who is the leader, will take one

step forward and half turn to right. Again half turn

to right, and march down through the arch followed by

number ones of all the other companies. Number 4

does the same precisely, but turns to left, of course,

passing down through the arch side by side with num-

ber one, and followed by all the other number fours.

Reaching the front of stage, and emerging from the

arch, the leaders will separate to right and left, followed

by the others, and as the last couple pass into the arch
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at the rear, the rear couple forming the arch will lower

their arms and follow. Next couple of the arch do the

same, and so on until all are in line in front of stage, with

Numbers 2 and 3 of the first company in the centre.

All turn to face the audience.

The foregoing movement is not complicated, al-

though somewhat difficult to describe. A reference to

the following drawing, in which the dashes show the

line of march and the circles the performers, while the

X's show the positions finally reached, will make it clear

:

^e>c^/?

X X
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The result of the movement, as seen by the X's,

which are numbered as they should stand when the

rank is formed, is to place all the number ones to ex-

treme left-hand side of stage, while all the number

fours arrive at extreme right of stage, with the twos

and threes to right and left in the centre.
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4. The performers, now in one rank, will dress front.

Then half right turn, other half left turn, and march

up side of stage, one half led by number one at the ex-

treme left, the other half led by number four at the

extreme right. The leaders march up stage to A, then

right wheel to B, where they meet, and each raising

hoop and laying them together as one hoop, right turn

again and march to C. Then lower the hoops separate,

right turn and left turn to D, D, following the curved

line, as shown in drawing, until leaders arrive at E, E.

The ones and twos passing across the stage behind the

threes and fours. Then all dress front.

/VE./KR.

X.H
XJf.

Xxxxxxxxxxxxorxxxxxx x x x x x ,~^

T^/ZOAfT?
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After passing D, D, and during the march from

those points to E, E, the hoops may be waved overhead

from side to side, first in right hand, then in left hand.

The performers may also use a dancing step for four

bars, alternating with four bars of marching step in

order to lend variety and interest to the performance.

5. All are now once more in one rank, facing the au-

dience ; but the positions are reversed : all the ones

and twos are on right-hand side of stage, while the

threes and fours are on left-hand side.

At the word WHEEL, the threes and fours will wheel

backward at the same time as the ones and twos do

the same, the centre pair (Numbers 2 and 3 in the

centre) acting as pivots. (See drawing.)

^
te^.»_*-'«-.*_• » * « «

* x *«»***
\

» . V

© 5

There will now be two ranks at A, A, standing up

centre of stage, and back to back.

6. All raise hoops over their heads backward to

centre and down again four times.

7. Jn four companies of six each the performers will

right and left wheel. Do so with left arm of each

around the waist of girl to left, The movement is

shown on page 54.
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The four companies are now arranged in two ranks,

facing the audience, and are numbered i, 2, 3, and 4, as

in drawing,— 1 and 3 on the left, 2 and 4 on the right.

All wave hoops.

8. The three members of each company who are on

the left of each company will right about face. Then

each company will right wheel completely around its

centre. All will right about face and wheel around

again in the reverse direction. (See drawing on next

page.)

While performing the latter half of this movement

the hoops should be placed upon the right hip with

right arm akimbo. During the first complete wheel

the hoops should be placed upon the left hip with left

arm akimbo.
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Right wheel completely around is here shown. Left wheel ditto

would require the arrows to be reversed.

9. The twelve performers who, at the word Halt !

are with their backs to the audience, will Right ABOUT

FACE, so that every member faces the audience. The

two rear companies, numbers 3 and 4, will close up

ranks and form one rank, except for a space large

enough for two performers to pass through the centre

from behind.

10. The two girls in the centre will now hold their

hoops so they just touch each other, forming an arch

under which companies 1 and 2 will pass, in pairs as

they meet, by going around outside and behind com-

panies 3 and 4 ; each pair as they pass through will

form another arch in front of the first, and so on,
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until not only companies I and 2 have passed through,

but also the other five members each of companies 3 and

4, the last two passing through the whole length of an

arch which is now formed by eleven pairs.

11. The pair at back of stage will now drop their

hoops to side, and pass through the arch to front, fol-

lowed by each succeeding pair. The leaders must sep-

arate when they reach the front of the stage, one to

left, other to right, and halt when all are again in one

rank of 24 facing the audience.

12. All courtesy, by placing hoop against right knee

and stepping one pace back with left foot.

13. Disperse by marching off right and left.



THE CHEF DRILL.

This drill should be performed by 12 boys and 12

girls, each boy armed with a long-handled wooden

spoon, and each girl with an earthenware skillet, such

as are used by the French for cooking purposes.

The boys dress like the conventional chef, white cap,

(57)
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white jacket, and white apron. Blue knickerbockers,

with stockings of a lighter shade of the same color,

add to the effect. The apron must be turned up at

one corner.

The girls dress the same as to caps and aprons, but

do not turn the aprons up. Dresses of a delicate fawn

color, very plainly made, with shoes and stockings of

similar color, afford a most pleasing combination of

color when performing with the boy chefs. Music

—

a march.

The Movements.

1. March on to the stage from right and left sides in

the rear in pairs (one boy and girl) to centre, down

centre to front, first couple turn to right across stage

front, second couple turn to left, other couples follow

in alternation. Halt when all are in line in front of

stage.

2. Each girl will deposit her skillet on the floor in

front of her, while each boy will put his spoon into the

skillet of his partner, and leave it there.

3. Partners will turn toward each other and bow.

4. All will bow to the audience.

5. The first, third, fifth, seventh, ninth, and eleventh

couples will retire two or three paces to the rear, the

boy carrying the skillet and spoon in the right hand.

The boys of the other six pairs also pick up the skillets

and spoons.

6. With a bow, each boy will present his partner

with the spoon, he will then drop on right knee and
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place the skillet on that knee, holding it there while

the girl goes through the act of stirringfa pot full of

imaginary omelet or what-not.

7. Place the skillet on the floor. The girl will taste

from spoon, give it to the boy, who will do the same

;

both will nod their heads, and look as though it was

very good.

8. The boys in rear will step to front of front rank,

or, say, four paces, and place the skillets on the floor,

while the boys in front rank do the same, placing all

the skillets at once in a row along the extreme front of

the stage (behind the footlights, of course, if there are

any). Boys all take off caps, bow to audience, and re-

turn to places beside their partners. Boys will hold

the spoons in their left hands.

9. Boys will step backward and sideways two paces

from their partners, take the spoon between tips of

fingers of both hands, holding it horizontally with bowl

to left, and bow.

In bowing, the spoon should be raised high and

brought down with a sweeping forward motion to be-

low the level of the knees.

10. Holding spoon downward in right hand, take

partner's left with the right hand, and walk twice

around each other. As the spoon hangs down from

right and left hands of the partners, they will be really

marching around the spoon.

11. Reverse this movement. Boy's left hand, girl's

right hand, changing the spoon accordingly.
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12. Resume positions at side of partners.

Boys in rear advance to line with boys in front,

while girls in front retire to line with girls in the

rear.

13. Boys will go up right and left side of stage in

single file, six each, turn at upper end corners to centre,

and as each pair meet, they will raise the spoons to

form an arch. Right-hand side with spoons in right

hands, and left-hand side with spoons in left hands.

14. From centre they will march down stage, halt-

ing just behind the line of girls.

15. As the boys come to a halt, the girls will march

off right and left, six each way, pass up right and left

sides of stage, turn at corners to centre. Then each

pair as they meet will join hands and pass successively

under the spoons held upward by the six pairs of boys.

As the first pair of girls emerge from the arch they

separate, go right and left to form again a line in front

of stage, one behind each skillet.

16. Boys will drop their arms, march right and left

to position behind the girls—one pace back is far

enough. They will hand their spoons to the girls, who

will stir the imaginary contents of the skillets.

17. Each girl will raise the spoon to her lips as if to

taste, look pleased, and then hand the spoons to the

boys, who will also taste and shake their heads, as

much as to say, " The cooking is not yet done."

18. Boys retain the spoons. The girls will pass in

two files up centre of stage, the six boys on each side
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of the centre stepping one pace each way in order to

make a passageway.

19. Girls will halt in such a position as to leave a

space of three feet between each. Thus

:

6# • 7

5 • • 8

4« • 9

3 • • 10

2 • • 11

1 • • 12

20. The boys will march through the line of girls,

following the directions given in the drawing.

• ft M
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The first boy to start will be the one standing at A,

and will follow the route of the solid line ending at C.

The second boy, who will start immediately after the

first, will leave his position at B, and follow the dotted

line to end at I.

To do this properly will require a little patience on

the part of the instructor, and several rehearsals, at

which each row of six boys should first be shown

separately, alternating them afterward, when they are

familiar with what they are to do.

The girls (numbered in drawing I to 12, and repre-

sented by the round black spots) will all face the au-

dience. The first boy will start off, pass between girls

numbered 1 and 12 (the first pair), then turn to left

behind No. 1, go ahead outside No. 2, pass to right

behind No. 2, pass between Nos. 3 and 10, again to

left behind No. 3, go ahead and pass behind No. 4 to

the right, pass between Nos. 5 and 8, pass behind No.

5, around outside of No. 6, and follow the solid line

down to C, where he will arrive beside the girl, No. 1,

and will be her partner in the next movement.

The course is the same reversed for all the boys on

the right-hand side, who will follow the dotted line.

Boys will start alternately from left and right. First

boy stopping at C as described ; second boy at I ; third

boy at D ; fourth boy at J ; fifth boy at E ; and so on

until all are again provided with partners.

21. The first couple, consisting of girl No. 1 and her

partner, will turn, pass up to rear between all the girls,
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turn to left across stage to left again, down stage to

left again, across stage, stopping behind the sixth skil-

let. The second couple will do the same, but to the

right, stopping behind the seventh skillet. Third

couple, left, to behind fifth skillet. Fourth couple to

right, to behind eighth skillet, and so on alternately,

from right and left to right and left, until each girl is

behind one of the skillets.

22. All will turn toward partners and bow. Boys

will step backward one pace, hand spoons to girls, who

will stir the skillets, taste the spoons and show evident

signs of satisfaction. Thisn hand the spoons to the

boys, who will also taste and nod their heads in token

of approval.

The cooking being satisfactorily accomplished, the

partners will bow to the audience, then to each other,

pick up the skillets and go off the stage hand in hand,

using a dancing step.



DRESDEN CHINA MARCH AND
DRILL.

"

This drill and march is for girls, and is

the most elaborate of all, as it not only

admits of an unlimited number of perform-

ers, but also of a great variety of color.

The costume, a drawing of which is given

on page 65, is made of challie with printed

pattern. Pale green, 6cru, pink, mauve,

blue,—in fact any and all colors, so long

as they are delicately mild in tone, can be

used. Jaunty caps, stockings of suitable

colors, and low-cut shoes with Louis Quinze

heels, complete the costume.

Each girl will carry a shepherd's crook

decorated with a bow or rosette of ribbons,

and streamers fastened where the crook

commences to bend from the straight por-

tion. The crooks should be a little longer

than the girls are tall.

During the progress of the march the

crooks will be carried at position of CARRY

Arms, as in Fig. 79 in the broom drill (q. v.),

unless otherwise mentioned.

The larger the number of girls who per-

form this march, the better. Use a hall where there is

room for the evolutions which follow.

(64)

I
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The March,

Place the pupils in one rank at Attention! the

teacher or commander standing in front of the centre

of the line.

Command

—

1. Quick! 2. March!

The pupils will step off with the right foot and
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march the whole length of the hall; the commander ^

will go off to one side, out of the way.

Command

—

Halt!

The pupils will stop and stand at attention.

Command

—

i. Right! 2. Turn !

The pupils will turn to right on their heels, each in

her place (see direction for each movement in part de-

voted to plain marching).

The pupils having turned, command

—

March !

They will step off as before, but will now be in single

file instead of being in one rank.

Command

—

1. Right! 2. Turn!

This command is given when a point is reached from

which the leading pupil turns toward the centre of the

hall, and when the centre of the file reaches the centre

of the hall-

Command as follows

:

a. Halt !

b. 1. Right! 2. Turn!

c. Attention !

d. 1. Fours, left! 2. Wheel!

* If possible have for commander the smallest pupil. Let

her crook be somewhat longer and decorate it with a distin-

guishing badge or flag.
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The last command, wheel, should be given in a

loud and energetic manner.

Pupils all wheel to the left. To do so properly they

must have been previously instructed in plain march-

ing. Teach the pupils especially that in right wheel

movements, odd numbers always act as pivots. In left

wheel movements, even numbers always act as the

pivots.

The pupils are now facing up the hall in companies

of four.

Commands which follow are :

* 1. Quick! 2. March !

March to end of hall.

1. Left! 2. Wheel!
March to corner.

1. Left! 2. Wheel!
March down the hall to lower corner.

1. Left! 2. Wheel!
March across lower end to corner.

1. Left! 2. Wheel!
March up side of hall to corner.

1. Left! 2. Wheel!
March across upper end of hall to centre.

The pupils have now made a complete circuit of the

hall. The object is now to march down the centre of

the hall in eights. Therefore, first company will wheel

to left, and on completion of the wheeling movement,

*It is to be understood that every company does exactly

what is done by the first company, unless otherwise specified.
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they will halt and stand facing down the hall, and

MARK TIME, until the second company, passing behind

the first, has at the command

i. Left! 2. Wheel!
wheeled into place on right side of and into line with

the first company, thus forming a company of eight.

Second company will do same as did the first. Third

company same as the second, each two succeeding com-

panies as they turn forming new companies of eight

each.

In companies of eight each the pupils will march

down the hall. As they reach the centre of the lower

end, they will change the crooks from right to left

shoulder, at the word Shoulder ARMS. This com-

mand to be immediately followed by

1. Right! 2. Wheel!

for first company.

1. Left! 2. Wheel!
for second company. And so on alternately, till every

company has wheeled to right and left.

Led by first company to right and second company

to left, the march will continue to side of hall, up each

side to top, across top to centre, where the first will

wait until it can RIGHT WHEEL, while second com-

pany Left wheel, so as to meet in centre, forming

companies of sixteen each.

Each two companies as they arrive will do the same,

and all march down centre of hall to end, where HALT
will be commanded.
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The space between each company when they halt

should be equal to that occupied by the width of the

rank of each company of sixteen, holding position as

indicated in the diagram (q. v.).

Front Face.

Director will now command :

i. Right about! 2. Face!

The members of all the companies will obe>w the

command, also the commands which follow

:

Companies! i. Left! 2. Wheel!

Then:
Halt!

When all are in line as shown in position after wheel-

ing in the diagram,

1. Right about! 2. Face!

March and Halt !

When the rank which consists of all the pupils

reaches the centre of the hall from front to rear ends,

Command

—
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i. Stand at 2. Ease!

1. Break 2. Ranks!

The pupils will arrange themselves in groups of

four each.

The Fancy March.

Thus far the movements executed have been those

of plain marching. The pupils will now go through

the more complicated evolutions required in fancy

marching, having been previously instructed according

to the directions given in that part of this work de-

voted to fancy marching.

Command

—

Fall In!

The pupils will form one rank up and down the hall,

and Dress Front.

Command

—

1. Present 2. Arms!

Which the pupils will do the same as represented in

Fig. 80, of Broom Drill, but the crooks must be held

with hook up.

Command

—

1. Carry 2. Arms!

1. Right 2. Turn!

The pupils now in single file, at the word MARCH !

*

follow the leader, who will turn to right forming a right

angle, turn again to right, and continue as follows

:

Left turn. Left turn.

Right turn. Right turn.

Right turn. Right turn.

Left turn. Left turn.
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The last command will be followed by Right Turn

when the leader reaches the upper end of the hall.

Then the leader, having turned to the right, will

turn half to right, marching obliquely across the hall

to side, reaching the side will turn again to right (right-

angle), march back obliquely to centre, left turn to side,

right turn to centre, left turn to side, and so on down

the length of the hall, thus

:

&L&/rtJl. U&. JZ/&7.

The dotted line represents the pupils in file down the centre. The solid line

shows commencement of movement at A, and the course of the march to

end, at B.

The leader will then turn half to the right, and march

across the hall to a point midway between the centre
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and side, turn again to the right, and follow a? serpentine

course to upper end of hall, ending at upper R H
corner when Halt is called.

This will bring the pupils into a straight line again

where they HALT ! and by turning each to right, face

down the hall in one rank.

The next movement requires two leaders, and the

separation therefore of the rank into two companies,

each led by the pupil on extreme left of each com-

pany. At the word March ! they will follow the course

indicated by the solid line

:

• * • • • •"• *

Arriving at C, the leader on that side of the hall

will turn toward the centre and halt at B, where she

will meet the leader from other side of the hall.
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This movement depends for its success upon the

correctness of the two circles simultaneously formed

in the centre, side by side. The circles must be of

such a size that the leaders reach the points E and F

just as the last member of each is leaving those points.

The pupils will now march up the hall, still in single

file, to A (see drawing), turn right and left to B B, to

^VEMA-.

&

e.

D\J \JD

e.

\s.

&7-/1A7.

C C, across and down to D U, turn again as shown, and

up to F in pairs, separate at F, going right and left to

G G, when all will halt in line and face down the hall.

Command

—

i. Stand at 2. Ease.

After a few moments* rest the following commands

will be given to form a square

:
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Fall in ! Close Ranks !

Tell off in Eights—

or, whatever the number of the pupils may happen to

be when the whole number is divided by four. For

instance, if forty-eight pupils, tell off in twelves.

Section on the right to the left )
•

^ r WHFFI '

Section on the left to the right )

At this word the sections march until a right angle

is formed. At the word Halt ! followed by the com-

mand Tell off in fours ! the sections forming the

right angle remain standing, the other two sections

wheel, one to right, the other to the left, and halt when

the complete square is formed.

Command, Right about face ! The two com-

panies who formed the first right angle will right and

left wheel away from the corner of the angle, halt

when in line with the other two companies.

Then, the whole being in two companies, right and

left wheel with those two in the corner of the angle as

pivots, until all are again in line.

Halt !

Commander.—Salute the audience.

The pupils salute by holding the crook in right

hand, as shown in Fig. 88 in Broom Drill.

Stand at ease!

Dismiss!

Note.—This march may be varied at will by the instructor.
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The manner in which the pupils will fall in line will

depend upon the kind of hall in which the drill takes

place. If in a hall from all sides of which the spec-

tators can view the drill, the pupils must fall in in two

lines down the centre and back to back, or in four lines

or companies across the hall, two of them facing in one

direction away from the centre, and the other two com-

panies facing in the other direction, or fall in as a hol-

low square, which is the best method, as the pupils

then will face in four directions.

The director will be governed by circumstances. In

the following directions we will assume the pupils are

in one rank, with a space of four feet between each.

At the command Attention ! the pupils will stand

with heels together, toes turned out, the left arm down

at side, and the shepherd's crook resting on the floor at

the right side in a perpendicular position, held so by

the right hand, also down at the side.

Carry arms !—The crook is raised from the floor to

the height of the knee, and held as nearly vertical as

possible in the right hand.

Present arms !—Carry the crook with the right

hand to the front in centre of the body, and grasp it

(75)

'
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with the left hand above the right, still holding it in a

perpendicular position.

Order arms !—Grasp the crook with the right hand,

let go with the left, and lower it gently to the ground.

To rest!—Take hold of the crook with both hands,

let the end remain on the floor where it was, and hold

the crook obliquely across the body, upper end oppo-

site the left shoulder.

TRAIL ARMS !—Grasp the crook in the centre with

the right hand, arm will be allowed to hang down the

full length. Hold the crook with hook in front.

CHARGE !—Place the right foot slightly in the rear

of the left, raise the crook with the right hand to the

hips, and grasp it with the left hand in front. Keep

the elbow close to the body, and hold the hook end of

the crook level with the shoulders.

PORT arms !—Throw the crook diagonally across

the body. The left hand above the right and the

handle pointing over the left shoulder.

Secure arms!—Advance the crook slightly with

the right hand. At the same time change the position

of the right hand, placing it a little further toward the

hook, lower the hook to front, placing the stick end up

under the right arm.

Inspection !—Executed from the carry-arms posi-

tion. Toss the crook with the right hand upward and

opposite the centre of the body, catch it with the left

hand and hold it perpendicularly, with the hand level

with the chin.
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GUARD !—Carry the right foot back, the knees slight-

ly bent, rest the body equally on both legs, at the same

time throw the crook into the left hand, the hook in

front of and at the height of the chin, both arms half

extended.

ADVANCE !—Move the left foot quickly forward,

follow with the right foot the same distance (about

15 inches).

RETIRE !—Move the right foot quickly to the rear

same distance), and follow with the left foot.

FRONT passade!—Advance the right foot quickly

about 15 inches in front of the left, advance the left

foot to its relative position in front of the right.

Rear passade !—Carry the left foot quickly same

distance to the rear, place the right foot in its relative

position in rear of the left.

Right volt!—Face to the right, turning on the

ball of the left foot, and carrying the right foot into

position in the rear.

QUARTE PARRY !—Hold the crook, hook up, in front

of the left shoulder with the right hand, the fingers on

the back of the handle, palm of hand outward, the left

elbow touching the right wrist.

SECONDE PARRY !—Move the hook end quickly to

the left, the left elbow in front of the body, the end of

the crook under the right forearm, the right elbow two

or three inches higher than the right shoulder.

PRIME PARRY !—Carry the crook to the left, cover-

ing the left shoulder, the hook downward, the left fore-
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arm behind the handle, the right arm in front of and

above the eyes.

Thrust in tierce !—Straighten the right leg, ex-

tend both arms, keeping the hook at height of breast,

other end of the crook at right side of the head.

Thrust in quarte !—The same movement, but

with the crook on the left side of the head.

Lunges are the same as the last two movements, but

the left foot is extended farther in front.

Crook to front !—One !—Raise the handle nearly-

straight up and down, drop it into the hollow of the

right shoulder.

Two !—Strike quickly by pushing the crook forward,

the handle always resting in the hollow of the right

shoulder.

Right short thrust!—One!—Hold the crook

with the right hand to the rear, left hand by the right

breast, the hook opposite the centre of the body.

Two !—Thrust forward.

High prime parry !—Raise the crook with both

hands in front of and higher than the head, hold the

crook firmly with the right hand, and let the hook end

rest on thumb and forefinger of left hand.

Kneel, Guard !—Bring the toe of the left foot

square in front, plant the right foot to the rear,

kneel on the right knee, bending the left ; hold the

crook at an angle of 45 degrees, pointing with the hook

directly in front, the right hand pressed firmly against

the side, the left hand holding the hook up.
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CONNECT !—Each girl will, with a sweeping motion,

hand the hook of her crook to the girl to right, who

will hold it.

Hold all in a long, straight horizontal line, and all

bow to the audience.

Dismiss.

yjr,



PLAIN MARCHING.*

Arrangement of Twenty Pupils.

At the command

—

Fall in ! the pupils will form in

rank, the tallest to the right, gradually decreasing the

height of each until the shortest is at the extreme left.

The teacher will now call the numbers, beginning at the

right, each pupil answering as number is called.

At the command—Eyes right! Dress! the pu-

pils will glance to the right and so place themselves

that a straight line is formed between the two ends.

In Two Ranks.

If it is desired to form the pupils into two ranks,

which would make ten files of two pupils each, the

teacher will command

—

In TWO RANKS ! At this com-

mand the ist, 3d, 5th, etc., pupils—in fact all those

bearing the odd numbers, will step backward one pace

with the left foot, bringing the right foot to attention

position, and assume attention. The pupils bearing

even numbers remain in their places.

The teacher will now command—To THE RIGHT J

* All marches may be performed either with or without canes,

brooms, or wands. The wand is preferable.

(80)
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1

yLOSE ! Number one will stay in position, all the pu-

pils will step sideways until in close rank and file. Num-

ber two will now be directly in front of number one,

with number four on his left side. The teacher may

now command— Company number two to the

REAR ! Company number two will then step back one

pace and assume position. This is called open rank.

i. Eyes to the right! 2. Dress! At this com-

mand the pupils will align themselves correctly.

To March in Line,

Place the pupils in one rank, the teacher in front of

the centre (Fig. 99) facing the pupils. At the com-

mand— 1. Quick! 2. March! the pupils will step off

Fig. 99.

with the right foot and with animation. March the

length of the hall, the teacher meanwhile stepping off

sideways out of the way of the pupils. At the com-

mand— Halt! the pupils will stop and assume atten-

tion. The teacher will now command — 1. Right!

2. TURN ! At this command the pupils place the hol-

lows of their right feet against their left heels, turn to

the right on their heels, place the heels together again,
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and at the word March ! will step off as before, this

time, however, they will be marching in file (Fig. ioo).

^ The teacher will now command— i. Right !

£^ 2. Turn ! When the first pupil reaches the side

^ of the hall, and when the centre of the file

^ reaches a point half-way down the hall, the

<o teacher will command as follows

:

^ ist.—Halt!

5? 2d— i. Right! 2. Turn!

c=̂ 3d—Attention !

q 4th— 1. Fours left! 2. Wheel!
Fi

.
100. ^t this last command the pupils will wheel

to the left.

To Wheel.

The pupils having been previously numbered from

one to twenty, the latter number being generally suffi-

cient, the teacher will instruct them that in the case

of Fours right! Wheel! the ist, 5th, 9th, 13th,

and 17th pupils, called pivots, will remain in their

places, turning around to the right slowly, while the

three pupils on the left of each pivot will march around

them until all are at right angles to their former posi-

tion. The pupils will now be four abreast and each

company must keep the same relative distance in

marching.

If the command— 1. Fours left! 2. Wheel! is

given, the 4th, 8th, 12th, 16th, and 20th pupils will be

the pivots around whom the pupils on their right will

march.
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The diagram (Fig. 101) will plainly show how this is

done, and a little practice will enable the pupils to

wheel in either direction with an even, unbroken line.

The pupils being now in five companies of four pupils

they will, at the command— 1. Quick! 2. March!

step off as before, keeping close

together, shoulder to shoulder,

each company maintaining its dis-
/4

tance from the one in front. The 13

teacher may now order

—

Right ,2

j

(or LEFT) WHEEL ! When the end

of the hall is reached, march the

pupils down whole length of hall, 8|

Right (or left) wheel again to

centre of hall, then Halt! At

the word Halt ! all will stop at

once, each company being careful

not to get any closer to the com-

pany ahead than they were at the

start. The command— 1. Right!

now be given and each company will move around the

pivots 1, 5, 9, etc., as before, until all are again in line

the same as at first. Should the companies have mis-

judged their distances, they must, on finding want of

room, open out. If, on the contrary, there are open

spaces, the pupils must close up until they are shoulder

to shoulder.

The foregoing march is plain and easy, being designed

for children. The teacher can, of course, vary the

2. Wheel! may
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order of commands at will, and produce some very

effective results. The main thing is to thoroughly in-

struct the pivots 1,5,9, etc -> anc* 4> 8, 12, in their duty,

which is to turn slowly around with the command, but

not moving from the ground occupied until the word

March ! The odd numbers always act as the pivots in

right-wheel movements and the even numbers always

act as pivots in left-wheel movements.

The commands given in the foregoing march are ar-

ranged below consecutively for convenience. If they

are implicitly followed, no confusion can result.

Commands for Plain Marching.

1

—

Fall in !

2—Eyes right !

3—Dress !

4—Quick march !

5

—

Halt !

6

—

Right turn !

7

—

Right turn !

8—Halt !

9—Right turn !

10

—

Halt !

11

—

Fours ! Left wheel!

12

—

Quick march !

13

—

Right wheel!

14—Left wheel !

15

—

Halt!

16—Right wheel f

17—Halt !
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These commands depend, of course, upon the size

and shape of the hall. When commanding Right or

LEFT WHEEL! the teacher should command thus

—

Company one, Right (or left) wheel! and when

company one has wheeled and ready to march forward

again, the teacher should command—COMPANY TWO,

Right (or left) wheel! giving the command at the

instant company two reaches the same spot where com-

pany one was wheeled, and so on through all the com-

panies, each company wheeling on the same ground as

the previous company occupied during the same evolu-

tion.
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The following diagrams with descriptions will enable

the teacher to exercise the pupils in all the most popu-

lar and even difficult movements

:

Fig. 102—A, shpws the pupils standing in close rank

niMH« »»»»»»

Fig. 102.

facing the teacher (the curved line represents the chest)

;

in B, the back is turned toward the teacher ; C, shows

two file formations, in one the pupils have their right

side, and in the other their left side turned toward the

teacher.

(86)
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Fig- *03—A, the pupils are placed in file, form a right

angle, and while marching continue forming right

angles.

In B they form an oval line. In C zigzag lines. In

D serpentine lines.

^iiiikki d d d av
i >***!****. -

*

^%/
v.

$F >*f **

%
Fig. 103.

Fig. 104—A. The pupils marching in single file form

a parallelogram.

In B, a triangle. In C, a circle, In D, the figure 8.

In E, a snail with concentric rings.

This last is particularly effective when properly done.

It is easy because the movement depends for its success
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entirely upon a good leader, it being nothing else but

" follow my leader," well understood by all chil-

dren.

Fig. 105—The pupils marching in single file are di-

vided into two parts, each part marching first in a

right angle, then forming a half-circle, and finally a

circle.

A B

1 d m W**A 4*

o .£

Fig. 104.

Fig. 106—The pupils being divided into two sections,

march from A and A in single file, one section to the

right, the other to the left, forming a parallelogram till

they meet at B and B, when they march in double file

to C, and continue their counter-march

—

L e.
y
a march

in which the pupils move in parallel lines as seen in

the figure.
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Fig. 107—Pupils marching in single file from A, change

the rectangular figure into a triangular one. In B,

ocroococq aa oooo aaca

D D D/)j D D DDj

f.

^7

i j it

Fig. 105.

J)DDDDD*II> U«'(l(ia(!(I(l

jfc tt it
£Zi

^ (Id (KL V*' *-*' DDDD^
il A

Fig. 106.
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eighteen pupils are ordered to form a star with six

branches, each consisting of three pupils, for which

purpose the words of command would be

—

Fall IN

!

In file! Tell off in threes ! Form a star !

Change of Single into Double File

Is shown in Fig. 108. The pupils march from A in

single file to B, and turn to the right to C, where they

Ok
0>

o
Ok
A

DDDDDDDI

WW'!
*

w W w

>>> 444

Fig. 107.

again turn to the right and proceed to form the first file,

while every alternate pupil continues toward D, where

the second single file parallel to the first is formed.

In Fig. 109—A, the pupils march in single file, turn

to the left, form two right angles, and turning again

to the left at F, advance in double file.
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Telling Off.

When the teacher wishes to divide the pupils placed

in rank or file, in sections of two, three, four, or more,

the word of command will be—" Tell off !
" " In

A fldOKIKWKMte

! I ^7
"^=7

^7 A C±

Fig, 108. Fig. 109.

(TWOS), (THREES), (FOURS)," etc.; the first pupil on the

right or left of the rank, or the first or last in file, calls

out " ONE !
" the second " TWO !

" the third " THREE !

"

if they are to be divided into sections of three. The

fourth calls out " ONE !
" the fifth " TWO !

M
the sixth

" THREE !

M
the seventh " ONE !

" and so on.

In Fig. no, the pupils being placed in rank, are

ordered to tell off in sections of three ; the numbers

placed before each pupil are those which each has to

name.
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Fig. in.—The pupils placed in single file are to

be divided into sections of four. When the word of

IIU LLP LUi M 1 1 lift)1234 1234 I234./234 f 21314
Fig. in.

command, Tell off in fours ! is given, the last calls

out ONE ! and the others continue to call out the num-

bers placed in the engraving near their right.

In Fig. 112—A, the pupils have been told off in

twos—the even numbers advanced two or three steps,

and thus two open ranks have been formed.

B shows that eighteen pupils divided in six sections

--

: ' • i •
' «

A i i ; i :
•

j i I . i i « i

.—1 L i jL L i _JL i i

B

Fig. ii2.

oi three—half of them placed on the right, the others

on the left—form, after marching sideways toward each

other, a column of six ranks, each being a section of

three.
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Fig. 113 shows that pupils in a single file are told off.

In #, twos. In b and c, threes. In d and d'
y
fours. In

€% fives. And how they form (after advancing either to

d

Fig. 113.

the left or right) a rank consisting of as many pupils as

have been told off.

Change of Single into Triple File

Is seen in Fig. 114. The pupils march from A in single

file, turn at B to the left, and form, after turning to left

at C, a double file, advance to D, turn to the right and

continue in single file till E, where they turn to the
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right, advance in triple file, turn at F to the left, ad-

vance toward G, where they change, after having turned

huh
<««~"

-UU
E D
Fig. 114.

^

B

HIEItil
A

Fig. 115.
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to the left into a double file ; continue to march forward,

turn at H, and after another turn to the right, they

continue in single file.

Break Rank ! or, Break File !

Is the order given when the pupils placed in rank or file

are to leave off this formation. . Fig. 115—A, shows

the breaking of double close rank. B, of double file.

(7

<\

^

(HI

aaa a

>*

MM
<7,

a

^
DDDD

TO

(7 (7

Fig. 116.

C, of three ranks, each consisting of a section of five

pupils. D, of a triple file.

Fig. 116 shows the breaking of rank and file as well

as the formation of sixteen pupils divided into sections

of four, each of the sections having a different forma-

tion, the teacher represented by the larger black half-

circle, facing the pupils.
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Wheeling,

As has been already described, consists of the move-

ment of a section round a fixed point. Thus a section

of three pupils standing in close rank can wheel round

each of the three.

Fig. 117 represents the wheeling to the left of

three pupils, the first on the left of the rank turns to

the left on the spot on which he stands, while the

second and third march until they are in the same line

C

^r*r*rBm**r*

Fig. 117. Fig. 118.

as the first ; at the word—To the right ! Wheel !

March ! the pupil who is the first on the right of the

rank turns on the spot to the right at A, while the

second and third remaining in close rank march till

they are in a line with the first, as seen in the rank

formed by the three dark spots.

Fig. 118—B, represents seven pupils standing in close

rank. They are ordered to Wheel ON THE CENTRE

TO THE right! March ! The fourth pupil form-

ing the centre turns to the right on the spot where he

stands, the three pupils on the left of the centre march
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forward, the three others march backward until they

are in the line C, which is perpendicular to the previous

line B. If the order—To the right! Wheel! is

given three times, the pupils will return to their orig-

inal position, and a whole wheel has been formed.

Fig. 1 19—C, shows a rank of three pupils wheeling

F E

Fig. 119. Fig. 120.

to the right about until they are in E, or the rank of F
is wheeling to the left about and arrive also at E ; thus

in wheel about, half a circle is formed.

A section of four is wheeling to the right and right

about from G to H, Fig. 120.

Fig. 121 represents the formation of a square by six-

teen pupils, who are first divided into two sections of

eight, later in four sections of four, and at the order of

wheeling form the square.

r
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The words of command are

—

Fall in ! Close rank !

Tell off in eights !

Section on the right to the left, )
V Wheel !

Section on the left to the right, l

March !

At this word the sections march until they arrive in

b b', where a right angle is formed in c. At the word

Halt ! followed by the command Tell off in Fours!

the sections forming right angle remain standing, the

other two sections wheel, one to the left, the other to

the right, at the word March ! and stop when the angle

e is formed at the word Halt !

Combination of Marching and Running.

The following is an excellent example of one section

marching in line, while the other section is running:

The Weavers' Run (Fig. 122). This exercise is

performed by two sections : the ones (ABC D), stand

in a chain ; that is, they take hold of each other's hands,

with distance in front. The twos {a b c\ stand in a row

one after the other, sideways, with regard to the ones,

and a few paces in advance. At the word Weavers'

Run ! MARCH ! the ones walk abreast in chain walk

straight forward at quick step ; the twos at the same

moment begin the short run in a transversal direction,

passing in front of the ones, when the last of the twos,

that is, c, comes in front of the interval between C and
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D, and the other twos in front of the other intervals,

they turn sharply and pass between A B C D, the ones

breaking the chain for a moment. As soon as they

have passed the intervals, they turn behind A B C D,

end*

and run around D so as to come once more in front of

A B C D ; they then pass through the same intervals,

and turning sharply, pass around A and come once

more in front. When this has been done five or ten

times (according to the space at disposal), the sections
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change in the movements. To do this exercise with

one section, there must not be less than seven persons,

and not more than from twenty to twenty-four ; and

they must be divided in such a way that those who ad-

vance straight on, should consist of one more than the

others, that there may be an interval for each of the

twos. That the interval passage may be done uni-

formly, the ones must, for a few seconds, Mark time *

with their feet, while the others run round and come in

front.

*This signifies that the feet are alternately lifted in time

without moving from the spot.



FENCING.

LTHOUGH fencing is an art only to be

thoroughly acquired by adults, it may,

,
as a pastime, be practised by

young people, and is, at the

present time, much taught to ladies. A
knowledge of fencing has been objected

to on the score that it encourages duel-

ling, but that nonsensical practice having died out, the

objection no longer holds good. Fencing may there-

fore be safely learned and taught as an elegant and

manly (or even womanly) accomplishment, developing

gracefulness and activity, while it gives suppleness to

the limbs, strength to the muscles, and quickness to the

eye.

The rapier having disappeared with the end of duel-

ling, is not used ; instead of it the foil has been adopted,

as it affords an opportunity for the exercise of the same

movements as in fencing, without the danger of

wounds.
(IOI)
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The Foil.

The foil is a circular or polygonal and tapering bar of

pliable and very highly tempered steel, mounted with

handle and guard the same as any sword, and pro-

tPEWWTO§
FOIL.

vided with a " button " on the point to prevent danger

while in use. From its nature the foil can only be em*

ployed in thrusting, and as it has no edge can be

handled without liability of cutting wounds. The

length of the blade should be in proportion to the per-

son using it, 31 inches being the medium length for

men, and 38 inches from hilt to point being the longest

which is permitted ; a mask should be worn to protect

the face against accident. The blade of the foil is techni-

cally divided into two parts—the " forte," and " feeble,"

the first extending from the hilt to the centre, and the

other from the centre to the point.

The Guard.

Hold the foil in the right hand, at the same time

hold the point or button in the left. Let go with the

left hand, and pass the foil quickly over the head in a

semi-circle and bring it down to guard, with the point

toward the adversary, not higher than his face nor

lower than his lowest rib. At the same moment as the
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foil is being brought into position, the left hand, with

fingers extended, must be raised to a level with the

head, as a counterbalance to the motions which are to

take place. The right foot must be advanced one step

before the left, the heels be in a straight line, the knees

slightly bent so as to make easy, supple movements.

There are three openings or entrances:

The inside, comprising the whole breast from shoul-

der to shoulder.

The outside, which is attacked by all thrusts made

above the wrist on the outside of the sword ; and

The LOW parts, embracing from the armpits to the

hips.

For reaching and guarding the entrances, there are

five positions of the wrist: Prime, Seconde, Tierce,

Carte, and Quinte. The most important, and those to

commence with, are carte and tierce.

In crossing swords with an adversary, press your

sword against his with sufficient force to prevent any

movement taking you unprepared. This is called en-

gaging.

To disengage, is to slip the point of your sword

quickly under his and to raise it again on the other side,

pressing in a direction opposite to that in the previous

case.

The following are directions for the principal guards

and thrusts with accompanying drawings

:

Carte, guard. Turn the wrist with nails upward

;

the hand on a line with the lower part of breast ; arm
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somewhat bent, and elbow inclined a little outward

;

the point of foil elevated at an angle of about fifteen

degrees, and directed against the upper part of adver-

sary's breast.

Thrust. Being at the guard in carte, straighten the

arm, raise the wrist above the head, drop the foil point

CARTE.

to a line with the adversary's breast, throw first the

wrist, then the whole body forward by a lunge with the

right foot, the left foot remaining firm. The left hand

should be dropped during the lunge to a level with the

thigh, extended about a foot from the body, it then

acts as a counterpoise. The body during the whole

movement must be kept perfectly upright.

Carte over the artn, is a variety of this thrust.
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The sword is driven over the adversary's blade from

the carte position, but in the tierce line.

Low carte. Engage your adversary's blade in carte,

then drop the point under his wrist, in a line to his

elbow, and thrust at his flank, tne body being consider-

ably bent.

Flan$onnade or octave. Engage adversary's blade

TIERCE.

in carte and bind it with yours, then carry your point

behind his wrist and under his elbow, and without

quitting his blade plunge your point to his flank.

TlERCE, guard. As in carte, the nails and wrist

being somewhat more downward, and the arm stretched

a little outward, to cover the outside.

Parade. Move arm, from the guard, obliquely down-
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ward to the right, about six inches, and oppose the in-

side of your adversary's blade.

Thrust. From the guard, turn wrist with nails down-

ward the same height as in carte, the inside of the arm

in a line with the right temple, then thrust and lunge

as in carte.

SECONDE. Parade. Nails and wrist downward, hand

SECONDE.

opposed outward, and blade pointing low, should form

an angle of 45 degrees with the ground.

Thrust. The same as in tierce, but delivered under

the adversary's wrist and elbow, to a point between his

right armpit and right breast, the body to be more bent

than in carte or tierce.

: 1
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Prime. Parade. In using prime to parry the thrust

in seconde, pass your point over your adversary's blade,

lower it to the waist, keeping your wrist as high as your

mouth, nails downward, elbow bent, and body held

back as far as possible. The left foot should also be

drawn back a few inches to remove the body further

from the hostile point.

PRIME.

Thrust. An extension movement from the parade.

QuiNTE. Parade. Wrist in high carte, sword-point

low, and oppose from the forte of the outside edge of

your blade.

Thrust. Make a feint on the half-circle parade with

the wrist in carte ; disengage your point over the ad-

versary's blade, and thrust directly at his flank.
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Half-circle. Parade. One of the principal de-

fensive parades; straighten arm, keep wrist in line with

shoulder, nails up. By quick motion of wrist sweep

point from right to left in a circle covering your body

from head to knee, until your adversary's blade is

found and opposition established.

QUINTE.

The parades parry thrusts as follows

:

Carte
y
with wrist low, parries low carte, and seconde

with wrist raised, all the thrusts over the point on in-

side of the sword and the flangonnade.

Tierce parries high carte, with raised wrist parries

tierce.

Seconde parries all lower thrusts both inside and out-

side.
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Half-circle parries carte, high carte tierce and se-

conde.

Prime parries carte, low carte and seconde.

Quinte parries seconde and flangonnade.

In all parades and parries care must be taken not to

parry so wide as to leave the other side exposed to a

thrust.

Every parade has its return, which should be made

quickly and with decision.

After carte, parry, return in carte.

After tierce, return in tierce.

After parrying high carte, return seconde.

After parrying seconde, return in quinte.

After parade in prime, return seconde or low carte.

Feints, of which there are many, consist in threaten-

ing an attack on one side of the sword and executing

it on the other. The best parry against a feint is the

half-circle, which is certain to find your adversary's

sword.

Salute. The salute is a courteous opening of the

fencing, and consists in gracefully taking off the hat

while yourself and adversary measure off the distance t

The word Parade means literally Parry.
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PRACTICAL SELF HELPS.
COURT REPORTING.

A MANUAL OF LEGAL DICTATION AND FORMS.
This book is designed for stenographers and typewriters who

are desirous of becoming proficient and expert in law work and
court reporting. It contains all the various forms of legal matter
that are dictated to a stenographer in a law office or court, and are

taken from actual business dictated by our most prominent lawyers
and judges, which makes the book a valuable work, both for self

and class instruction. The highest state of proficiency can be
attained in stenography and typewriting through the practice offered

by this book. The book also contains a list of legal words and
phrases, with their abbreviations, which are in constant use in law
work, together with a full and complete spelling list of 28,000
words. i2mo. Bound in Half Law Sheep. Price $1 00

BROWN'S BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE
AND MANUAL OF DICTATION.

For the use of teachers and students of stenography and type-
writing. Containing selected letters of actual correspondence in bank-
ing, insurance, railroad, and mercantile business; a chapter on punc-
tuation, spelling, and use of capital letters; together with a full and
complete spelling list of 25,000 words. i2mo. Cloth. Price, $1.00.

LAW AT A GLANCE; OR, EVERY MAN
HIS OWN COUNSELOR.

A new epitome of the laws of the different States of our Un.on
ajid those of the General Government of the United States, and will

be found invaluable to those who are forced to appeal to the law, as

well as the large class who wish to avoid it. The whole is alpha-

betically arranged so as to make reference to it easy. i2mo. Half
Law Sheep. Price. $1 00.

BOOKKEEPING AT A GLANCE.
By Expert J, T. BRIERLY.

A simple and concise method of practical bookkeeping, with in

structions for the proper keeping of books of accounts, and numerous
explanations and forms used in commercial business, showing an
entire set of books based upon actual transactions, how to take off a

trial balance sheet, and finally close and balance accounts. Also
Catechism of Bookkeeping—being conversation between teacher and
student. Containing 144 pages. Small i6mo. Russian leather.

Price, 50 cents. Russian leather, gilt, indexed. Price, 75 cents.
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GERMAN AT A GLANCE-
4< Rprechen Sle Deutsche?

A new system, on the most simple principles, for Uni-
versal Self-Tuition, with English pronunciation of every
word. By th ;s system any person can become proficient in

the Germai. language in a very short time. It is the most
complete and easy method ever published. By Franz
Thimm. (Revised Edition.)

Bound in paper cover. Price . , . 25 cts.

FRENCH AT A GLANCE.
"Parlrae vous Francaia?"

Uniform and arranged the same as "German at a
Glance," being the most thorough and easy system for

Self-Tuition. (Revised Edition.)

Bound in paper cover. Price— . . *. 25 Ct3.

SPANISH AT A GLANCE.
«iH?Wa IT. Kapanol?"

lO ZZMhsCm a§A new system foi ^elf-Tuition, arranged the

French and German, oeing the easiest method of acquiring

a thorough knowledge of the Spanish language. (Revised
Edition.)

Bound in paper cover. Price 25 eta

ITALIAN AT A GLANCE.
"Parlate Itallano?"

Uniform in size and style with German, French, and
Spanish, being the most simpte method of learning the

'talian language. (Revised Edition.)
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POPULAR ELECTRICAL BOOKS.
A. B. C. OF ELECTRICITY. By W. H. MEADOWCROFT,

Endorsed by Thos. A. Edison.
This is an excellent primary book. Over 70,000 copies have

been sold. The A. B. C. principles upon which electrical science
is built are set forth in a clear and concise manner. The infor-
mation it contains is valuable and correct. It is for every person
desiring a knowledge of electricity and is what its title implies,

the first flight of steps in electricity. i2mo, cloth, Must. Price, 50o.

A. B. C. OF THE X-RAYS. By W. H MEADOWCROFT.
This is the best primary work on the subject. The aim of

the book is to explain the whole apparatus and the manner of
its workings in a popular and practical way.

i2mo, cloth, illustrated. Price, 76o§

A. B. C. OF ELECTRICAL EXPERIM ENTS. By W J.CLARKE.
A practical elementary book adapted to beginners and stu-

dents; giving plain instructions for the making of batteries,

magnets, telegraph, telephone, electric bells, induction coils,

X-rayS, wireless telegraphy, dynamos and motors. Any student
either young or old can procure the material mentioned at smalJ
cost, and can make for himself any of the instruments, or can
work out the experiments given in this book, thus getting a
thorough practical knowledge of the principles which underlie

the great science of Electricity. i2mo, doth, illustrated. Price, $1 00.

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT MAKING FOR AMATEURS.
By S. R. BOTTONE.

Contains plain instructions by which any one moderately
handy with tools can make the instruments now employed in

theoretical or practical electricity from Torsion balance and
induction coils to dynamos, motors, telephone, phonograph,
and micrograph. l2mo, cloth, illustrated. Price, 50c.

ELECTRIC BELLS AND AcL ABOUT TH EM. By S. R. BOTTONE,
In this volume the whole subject of electric bells is ex-

plained in simple language. A great help to the orofessional.

An amateur can master it within a very short time.
12mo, cloth, illustrated. Pf .ce, 60d

ELECTRO MOTORS, HOW MADE AND HOW USED.
BY S. R. BOTTONE AND A. M . A. BEALE,

A handbook for amateurs and practical men, giving a conv
plete and simple explanation of the source of the power in ft

gnotor and the method of applying the same.
j2mo, cloth, illustrated. Price, 7b fc

«fOW TO MAKE A DYNAMO. By Alfred Crofts.

A practical work for amateurs and electricians, giving d*V

tailed instructions for constructing dvnamos and all the partH*
i2ino, cloth, illustrated. Price\ 76o
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